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white night begins as a standard mix of crime and mystery, but becomes very psychologically and emotionally depressing toward the end. such things are not easy for asians. however, one must pay
attention and concentrate, because a lot happens in the beginning and more than a few characters need to be identified. there are some flashbacks, but most scenes are moving. the cast is also quite

excellent, particularly the beautiful and talented son ye jin. the director, kwon jeong-ho, is a master of the film, who is able to develop a very high-quality atmosphere, which is presented in a very relaxed and
artistic way. the title is an allusion to the night that clare wood disappeared, and the academy is never the same. the effect is realistic, as if the school is physically being eaten away bit by bit, until the walls

of the school begin to crumble and fall apart. this helps explain the second half of the story, which concentrates on the battle between cally and ye-hans parents, as well as the attempts of the school to
reconcile its past. the tragedy is that the person who could unravel the mysteries of the past is ye-hans parents. after her parents die in a fire, cally discovers the truth about the night that clare went missing,
and that her parents were responsible. while ye-hans relationship with her mother is strained at best, her father is insistent on protecting her, and that forces cally to face her own demons. the characters are

well developed, and when the drama kicks in, its an emotional wallop. for me, the most compelling aspect of the story is how it explores both the loneliness of the gay experience as well as the emotional
isolation of the korean gay community, which is not very open about being gay. in fact, the film casts its main couple as gay, and as we watch them act on a strange relationship, we watch them trying to

understand their own isolation. it is a film that is both sweet and sad, and in my opinion it succeeds where it needs to.
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